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Forecasting Consumer Confidence
Abstract
Consumer confidence is closely watched as an indicator of economic health. Gauges of consumer
confidence are widely reported as a summary of consumers’ economic perceptions and dissected to
understand potential changes in consumer behavior. Several studies have found a connection between
confidence and consumption. In this Research Note, we explore the relationship between University of
Michigan’s Surveys of Consumers and the WAIN Street Business Default Index (BDX). Our analysis shows a
strong causal relationship between the BDX concerning very small businesses and the Michigan indices.
Further, we find a strong causal relationship between the BDX concerning very small businesses and
consumer confidence-related indicators such as jobs, inflation, interest rates, and credit availability.

Data
We use the WAIN Street Business Default Index (BDX) and its business-size based sub-indices as the
explanatory (independent) variable. The BDX is a monthly gauge of nationwide business defaults derived
from the credit performance of nearly 18 million US businesses across all industries, geographical areas,
and business size. The index is quoted as a seasonally adjusted annualized rate. The index inception date
is December 2009. For quarterly analysis, the monthly data are aggregated into a quarterly series and
seasonally adjusted to remove residual seasonality. Preliminary exploration supports the supposition that
BDX data concerning very small businesses would be most relevant to consumer confidence. Therefore,
we only use the two BDX sub-indices – Solo and E20 – that concern very small businesses.
Figure 1: Monthly BDX
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Figure 2: Ratio-detrended monthly BDX

Definition
All businesses
Businesses without paid employees
Businesses with 1 to 19 employees
Businesses with 20 to 99 employees
Businesses with 100 or more employees

For the dependent variable, we use the Index of Consumer Sentiment and its two sub-indices—Current
Economic Conditions Index and Index of Consumer Expectations. We use non-farm payroll employment
and initial claims data as labor market gauges. We use the CPI for urban consumers as a measure of
inflation. We use the 10-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate as a gauge of interest rates. We use data
from the Federal Reserve’s Senior Loan Officer Survey to assess credit market conditions.
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Table 7 describes the dependent series we studied. Our final data set covers seventy-four months from
December 2009 to January 2016. Equivalently, the quarterly data covers twenty-four quarters from Q1
2010 to Q4 2015.
Seasonal Adjustment
We use the Census Bureau’s X-13ARIMA-SEATS program for seasonal adjustment. We set the sensitivity
for outlier detection to low1 since our analysis encompasses a brief and extraordinary period.
Data Detrending
Both the BDX and consumer confidence data exhibit a strong time trend. For purposes of trend
identification, when the available data has more history than the BDX data, we go back to 1999. This
timeframe includes the 2001 and 2007 recessions and is short enough to avoid errors arising from lack of
comparability.
We use the Hodrick–Prescott filter2 to identify the trend component. We prefer ratio-detrending as it
provides a dimensionless value that enables easier comparison between different series. A ratio-detrended
series is the ratio of the observed values and the trend. Hence, for the final series, values greater than/less
than one indicate that the observed value is above/below trend. In cases where ratio-detrending is not
possible due to the original series having negative values, we use the cyclical (irregular) component as the
detrended value. The Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin (KPSS) test is used to confirm that all final series
are trend stationary.

Methodology
As a compromise between managerial and academic perspectives, we fix the time horizon for this analysis
at eighteen months or six quarters. Thus, our analysis incorporates at most eighteen monthly or six
quarterly lags of any variable. We perform a pairwise analysis of each BDX predictor and consumer
confidence-related dependent variable. We identify predictors for each dependent variable that improve
prediction accuracy and Granger cause. All models that are not significant at the 0.05 level are discarded.
Assessing improvement in prediction accuracy
We fit two separate regression models to gauge the improvement in prediction accuracy3. The restricted
model consists solely of lags of the dependent variable. The unrestricted model includes lags of both the
dependent and independent variables. We gauge improvement in prediction accuracy by comparing model
standard errors. We calculate the ratio of the standard errors of the unrestricted and restricted models
and consider values less than one to be an improvement since that indicates the unrestricted model has a
lower standard error. Similarly, we calculate the ratio of the adjusted R-squared values of the unrestricted
and restricted models and consider values greater than one to be an improvement since that indicates
increased explanatory power of the unrestricted model.
Establishing causality
Granger causality determines whether a predictor time series is useful in forecasting a dependent time
series based on the presence of a statistically significant relationship between the dependent variable and
1

We set the value to which the absolute values of the outlier t-statistics are compared to as 4.
We use a smoothing parameter, lambda, value of 25,600 for the quarterly data which is higher than the “standard”
1,600 and in line with recent suggestions of using larger values for lambda.
3
The models are selected by a simple search that eliminates variables which are not significant at the 0.05 level.
2

2
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lagged values of the predictor variable. In other words, a variable X Granger causes variable Y if variable Y
can be better predicted using the histories of both X and Y than it can be predicted using the history of Y
alone. A challenge in testing for Granger causality is identifying the amount of history to incorporate – the
lag order. We take a pragmatic approach and search for the smallest lag order less than or equal to
eighteen months/six quarters at which the BDX Granger causes consumer confidence-related variables at
the 0.05 significance level.
Identifying best predictors
Our goal is to forecast and hence, we use improvement in standard error rather than adjusted R-squared
to rank order predictors and prefer predictors that Granger cause. We choose the best predictor based on
at least a 10% improvement in accuracy or Granger causality. We break ties based on Granger causality pvalues and greatest improvement in accuracy.
Limitations
We evaluate nine consumer confidence-related data series (dependent variables) against two business
default rate series (independent variables). At various points in each evaluation, we employ heuristics to
automate decisions concerning model selection and other model inputs. Each technique suffers from wellknown challenges. Granger causality testing is highly sensitive to the choice of lag order and tends to
overfit. Lagged regression models can always benefit from additional diagnostics and tuning for outliers.
We are confident of our results and acknowledge that specific models could always benefit from a more
robust analysis.

Results
The Solo BDX Granger causes the headline Index of Consumer Sentiment. It is also a good predictor of the
Index of Consumer Expectations and measures of credit availability for consumers. The E20 BDX is a good
predictor of the Current Economic Conditions Index and macro variables concerning the labor market,
inflation, and interest rates.
The results are intuitive. The performance of very small businesses reflects general business conditions,
affects consumers’ perceptions of overall economic well-being and impacts their assessment of the future.
Similarly, macro variables, to the extent they are impacted by business performance, incorporate the
influence of very small businesses.
University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers
The Solo BDX Granger causes the Sentiment and Expectations Index and the E20 BDX Granger causes the
Current Economic Conditions Index. The relationships confirm what the person on the street would have
no challenge understanding–we feel good about the world when we see a booming Main Street.
Table 1: University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers relationship with BDX (See Table 6 for footnotes.)

Consumer confidence data1

BDX

Prediction accuracy2
Standard
Adj. Rerror ratio3 squared
ratio4

Granger causality5
Lag
p-value7
order6

University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers
Index of Consumer Sentiment - Monthly (Sentiment)

Solo

0.99

1.04

15

0.03396

Current Economic Conditions Index - Quarterly (Conditions)

E20

0.61

Index of Consumer Expectations - Monthly (Expectations)

Solo

0.75

1.17

6

0.03241

1.46

15

0.02606

3
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Monthly data

Ratio-detrended monthly data

Quarterly data

Ratio-detrended quarterly data
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Labor Market
The E20 BDX improves forecasts of both employment levels and initial claims for unemployment. The
results are consistent with the well-understood statistic that small businesses create two out of every three
new jobs. The results also confirm the financial reality of smaller businesses–retrenchment, howsoever gut
wrenching, cannot always be avoided.
Table 2: Labor market relationship with BDX. (See Table 6 for footnotes.)
1

Consumer confidence data

BDX

Prediction accuracy2
Standard
Adj. Rerror ratio3 squared
ratio4

Granger causality5
Lag
p-value7
6
order

Labor Market
Payroll employment - Monthly (Payrolls)

E20

0.84

1.00

5

0.00009

Initial claims - Monthly (Claims)

E20

0.83

0.83

15

0.01627

Monthly data

Ratio-detrended monthly data
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Prices
The link between accelerating inflation rate and an improving business environment is well-studied. That
E20 BDX Granger causes CPI is not surprising and neither is the modest improvement in predictive accuracy.
Table 3: Prices relationship with BDX. (See Table 6 for footnotes.)
1

Consumer confidence data

BDX

Prediction accuracy2
Standard
Adj. Rerror ratio3 squared
ratio4

Granger causality5
Lag
p-value7
6
order

Prices
Consumer Price Index - Monthly (CPI)

Monthly data

E20

0.98

1.00

1

0.04039

Ratio-detrended monthly data
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Interest Rates
The observed predictive power of the E20 BDX is consistent with the accepted practice of using interest
rates as a lever for managing the economy. The lag order of five quarters is also consistent with
practitioners’ view that it “takes about a year” for the impact to be felt.
Table 4: Interest rates relationship with BDX. (See Table 6 for footnotes.)

Consumer confidence data1

BDX

Prediction accuracy2
Standard
Adj. Rerror ratio3 squared
ratio4

Granger causality5
Lag
p-value7
order6

Interest Rates
10Y Treasury - Quarterly (10Y TSY)

Quarterly data

E20

0.69

1.51

5

0.04946

Detrended quarterly data
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Credit Availability
The Solo BDX has a strong causal relationship with banks’ consumer credit standards and explanatory
power for banks’ willingness to extend consumer credit. The result is intuitive. The Solo BDX is a leading
gauge of general business conditions which is a determinant of a bank’s lending practices. The Solo BDX
reflects the credit performance of sole proprietors—bank customers who are served as consumers
regardless of the loan purpose. For sole proprietors, business and personal financial situations are
intricately intertwined which magnifies the effect of sole proprietor business performance on bank
consumer portfolios.
Table 5: Credit availability relationship with BDX. (See Table 6 for footnotes.)

Consumer confidence data1

BDX

Prediction accuracy2
Standard
Adj. R3
error ratio squared
ratio4

Granger causality5
Lag
p-value7
6
order

4

Credit Availability
Tightening standards - Quarterly (Tightening-Cons)

Solo

0.72

1.73

Willingness to lend - Quarterly (Willingness-Cons)

Solo

0.76

1.05

Quarterly data

0.04570

Cyclical component of quarterly data
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Conclusion
This Research Note establishes that the WAIN Street Business Default Index (BDX) concerning very small
businesses has explanatory power for consumer confidence. We find a strong causal relationship between
credit performance of very small businesses as gauged by the Solo and E20 BDX sub-indices and University
of Michigan Surveys of Consumers and also macro variables that drive consumer confidence—jobs,
inflation, interest rates, and credit availability.
This analysis paves the way for incorporating data concerning very small businesses into models that use
consumer confidence-related explanatory variables. Additionally, monthly, sub-national BDX data can
power higher resolution forecasts that are typically not possible using national consumer confidence data.
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Table 6: Relationship between BDX and consumer confidence data
Consumer confidence data1

BDX

Prediction accuracy2
Standard
Adj. Rerror ratio3 squared
ratio4

Granger causality5
Lag
p-value7
6
order

University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers
Index of Consumer Sentiment - Monthly (Sentiment)

Solo

0.99

1.04

15

0.03396

Current Economic Conditions Index - Quarterly (Conditions)

E20

0.61

1.17

6

0.03241

Index of Consumer Expectations - Monthly (Expectations)

Solo

0.75

1.46

15

0.02606

Payroll employment - Monthly (Payrolls)

E20

0.84

1.00

5

0.00009

Initial claims - Monthly (Claims)

E20

0.83

0.83

15

0.01627

E20

0.98

1.00

1

0.04039

E20

0.69

1.51

5

0.04946

Tightening standards - Quarterly (Tightening-Cons)

Solo

0.72

1.73

4

0.04570

Willingness to lend - Quarterly (Willingness-Cons)

Solo

0.76

1.05

Labor Market

Prices
Consumer Price Index - Monthly (CPI)
Interest Rates
10Y Treasury - Quarterly (10Y TSY)
Credit Availability

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Table 7 describes the data.
Prediction accuracy is evaluated by comparing two models. The restricted model consists solely of lags of the dependent
variable. The unrestricted model includes lags of both the dependent and independent variables. When blank, only an
unrestricted model could be fitted and hence, the improvement is unbounded.
The ratio of the standard error of unrestricted model and restricted model. Values less than one indicate unrestricted model
has a lower standard error.
The ratio of adjusted R-squared of the unrestricted model and restricted model. Values greater than one indicate unrestricted
model has greater explanatory power.
The results are for Granger causality from the BDX to expenditures. When blank, there was no Granger causality at the 0.05
significance level.
Lag order at which Granger causality was tested.
The significance level of the Granger causality test.
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Table 7: Consumer confidence data
Series Name
Series ID
University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers

Description

Index of Consumer Sentiment

Sentiment

Headline index

Current Economic Conditions Index

Conditions

Sub-index of Index of Consumer Sentiment

Index of Consumer Expectations

Expectations

Sub-index of Index of Consumer Sentiment

Payroll employment

Payrolls

All Employees: Total Nonfarm Payrolls

Initial claims

Claims

4-Week Moving Average of Initial Claims

CPI

Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers: All
Items

10Y TSY

10-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate

Tightening standards

Tightening-Cons

Willingness to lend

Willingness-Cons

Net percentage of domestic banks tightening
standards on consumer loans, credit cards
Net percentage of domestic banks reporting
increased willingness to make consumer installment
loans

Labor Market

Prices
Consumer Price Index
Interest Rates
10Y Treasury
Credit Availability
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Copyright Notices and Legal Disclaimers
The opinions expressed in this publication are for general information only and are not intended to provide or be construed as
providing specific investment advice or recommendations for any entity. No content may be modified, reverse engineered,
reproduced or distributed in any form by any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written
permission of WAIN Street.
This publication is based upon information obtained from sources believed to be reliable. However, due to the possibility of human,
mechanical or other error or omission, WAIN Street does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the material,
is not responsible for any errors or omissions therein and makes no representations or warranties as to the results to be obtained
from its use. In no event shall WAIN Street be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory,
punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses in connection with any use of the content even if
advised of the possibility of such damages.
© 2016 WAIN Street, LLC. All rights reserved. Redistribution, reproduction and/or photocopying in whole or in part is prohibited
without written permission.
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